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Collecting is an act of removal of an object from its original intended context and placing it into

a new one––the context of the collector's desire and compulsion to acquire. !roughout the centuries,

Europeans have cultivated a taste for Chinese-made wares, be they porcelain, bronze or jade. Some of

these objects were created speci"cally for an international market, while many others were made by the

Chinese for the Chinese for particular ritual or utilitarian purposes. !ese objects have changed hands

countless times for large sums of money, and many now rest in museum vitrines or the personal

collections of wealthy art patrons. But what logic lies at the heart of this activity? What is the nature of

the drive to collect? In comparing methods of collection during the time of Emperor Qianlong in

China to the habits of collectors in Europe and America of the past several centuries,  we can begin to

draw out and de"ne threads of obsession that permeated multiple cultures throughout the ages––an

overarching human desire to preserve, a systematization of beauty and want, the attraction to

multiplicity and variations. We can see a history of peoples Eastern and Western inventing arti"cial

philosophical or aesthetic constructs that caused certain objects to become more valuable or coveted

than others. Additionally, following the trend of recent years in which China attempts to reclaim its

own pieces that now rest in foreign collections, perhaps we can also begin to understand notions of

cultural possessiveness and ownership that are trespassed by the international art markets, legitimate or

illegal.



Connoisseurship in the Song and Qing

Before we delve into the spread of Chinese wares into the Western world from the 15th c.

porcelain boom onward1, it is necessary to understand a brief history of collecting within China itself.

Best remembered among art patrons of China is the Qianlong Emperor, the "fth ruler of the Manchu-

led Qing Dynasty and fourth ruler of the Chinese Qing proper (1644 – 1912). With the longest rule of

all Chinese emperors (lasting from October of 1736 to February of 1795), Qianlong witnessed a period

of prosperity within his kingdom as well as a signi"cant decline, due in part to his own conservatism.

During his rule, he exercised his wealth by becoming a connoisseur of "ne objects, and amassed an

extensive selection of art and applied-art objects. He endeavored as well to catalogue all extant written

works on Chinese culture, which resulted in a 36,000-volume collection called the Siku Quanshu (四庫

全 書) compiled by 15,000 copyists2 and encompassing over 3,000 individual works, a massive

undertaking that took twenty years to complete.

What is interesting about Qianlong's particular method of collecting is that one driving motive

was, in fact, censorship. Especially in his project with the written works, it is evident that Qianlong was

utilizing his vast power to not only collect worthwhile literature or handiwork, but to eradicate

information that might be harmful or undesirable to his rule3. He was successful in leaving a very edited

legacy of valuable artifacts, as his cherished collection was passed on in large part to such major

institutions as the Victoria & Albert and the British Museum in London. In addition to collecting

older works and commissioning “traditional” styles of Chinese handiwork, Qianlong was responsible for

the creation of multiple new Occidental styles and new usages of extremely rare materials such as ivory.

1 Finlay, 2010. 215.
2 Peterson, 2002. 290.
3 Kent 1987, 167.



!e Jesuit missionaries that he allowed to remain in his court provided with their European optical

tools new mechanisms and new ways of seeing, and in turn Qianlong ordered an entire generation of

artisans to learn entirely new techniques based on this hybrid East-West aesthetic4. It can be said that

he, as the original collector, had the "rst hand in commissioning works and curating and limiting the

scope of our view, centuries later, of works created during or before that time. !is is an important

theme that resurfaces throughout the years and multiple cultures, which may be quite obvious but bears

re-emphasis––the collector leaves behind not only a number of distinct objects but also a cogent

aesthetic and intention that is informed by, but lives separately from, the histories of the objects

themselves. !e hand of the curator or collector is one that should not be ignored.

Chinese scholars collected objects for a somewhat different reason than the more moneyed and

powerful patrons of the ruling class. Although rulers such as the Qianlong Emperor practiced extensive

intellectual pursuits as well in calligraphy and poetry-writing, centuries earlier the scholars of the Song

Dynasty (960 - 1297) devised their own religiously- and philosophically-in$uenced taxonomy and

methodology of collectorship, which might be labeled something like the “rule of "ve.”  Primarily based

on the Confucian and Daoist reliance on the "ve elements of earth, "re, water wood and metal to

describe the makeup of the entire universe, the trope of using "ve of a classi"cation to metaphorically

represent the entire category spread to such topics as internal organs, virtuous acts, natural objects. To

name "ve of the worthiest of a class of objects or ideas was, in essence, describing them all in

shorthand. !ere were even "ve ceramics kilns of Jingdezhen, the porcelain capital of China, that were

named by the scholars as prime producers of good porcelain ware––named Ru, Ding, Jun, Guan, and

Ge5. Indeed, the scholars of the time excelled in categorizing and labeling “the best” of any category,

and when it came to service wares and utilitarian paraphernalia, the subdued "nish of porcelain and

4 Berliner 2007, 94.
5 Finlay 2010, 132.



ceramics overall were considered far superior to the excess and opulence of “silver vessels” pouring into

“cups of jade [that] only [dazzle] the eye6.” !ere was a strict hierarchy of usable wares, beginning with

their provenance (did they come from one of Jingdezhen's “Five Great Wares” as previously

mentioned?), their stylistic sophistication (were they too crude? !ey would go to the women's dressing

rooms, then, and not to the scholar's table), their "nish (were they too brilliant? And could their "nish

be dulled down through friction or constant use?). !e art of connoisseurship was a lively one during

the Upper and Lower Song, and many scholars collected porcelain wares based on these philosophical

and aesthetic constructs.

It is vital to add that while porcelain is today the more global legacy left by Chinese artisans,

jade ware was at the true heart of much scholarly appreciation––for it was a material that unlike gold

(which possessed the vulgar light of the sun), shone with moonlight and came in "ve noble shades. It

can be said that much early experimentation with thick burnt-lime pottery glazing was done in an

effort to replicate the precious and rare jadestone7. Jade deserves mention in the context of collecting

because it seems to have incited an especially rabid greed among many of the wealthy, most notably the

Tang emperor Xuanzong who desired a "ve-colored jade from Khotan so desperately that he deployed

40,000 troops in order to obtain it8. Similarly, the obsession to collect this precious and meaningful

material can be seen in the tombs of rulers such as Fu Hao of the Shang, whose collection of seven

hundred jade objects contained several Neolithic pieces which, by that time, were already extremely

valuable9.

Devouring the Exotic

6 Ibid.
7 Finlay 2010, 136.
8 Ibid, 137.
9 Ibid, 136.



Chinaware––that is, porcelain manufactured in China––made it to the rest of the world, of

course. Even before widespread export into the West, European potters and artisans in other trades

were borrowing Chinese forms and motifs, often without understanding the dense symbology behind

the seductively “exotic” designs. Speaking of Delft potters copying Yixing redware in the forms of

pomegranates, melons, and bamboo, Robert Finlay (who writes extensively on the "ne china trade)

writes, “Western potters copied such exotic items because the organic forms charmed their customers,

though of course they remained unaware that in China the plants conveyed symbolic signi"cance

rooted in Buddhism and Daoism10.” !ey also copied because they could not replicate, at "rst, the

exceptionally "ne vitreous porcelain clay that was being used in Jingdezhen, nor could they buy

Chinaware in quantity. Once the trade routes were fully established and a working relationship between

Chinese manufacturers, middlemen, and European importers was formalized, there was a mad rush to

collect as much china as possible. Often the consumption occurred regardless of the objects' proper use

or context.

Prior to the trade explosion, there was also a rich exchange of both design and material between

China and Persia (present-day Iran), with the bulk of activity taking place in the 1200s at the tag-end

of the Yuan Dynasty. !e Persian Muslims, under the in$uence of the court of Kublai Khan, initiated a

massive exchange of motifs, cobalt ore, metal wares and porcelain which resulted in the birth of the

now-unmistakable Chinese blue-and-white ware11. Until Mongol in"ghting led to the collapse of the

dynasty and caused a temporary standstill in ceramics production, the China-Persia pottery trade was

thriving and extremely pro"table. In Muslim Persia, the pottery was appropriated for their own culture-

speci"c uses, ignoring the design of the surface deco or vessel form that had signi"cance for the

Chinese as simply prettifying the object.

10 Ibid, 128.
11 Ibid, 158.



Word of porcelain "rst reached the European continent in the 13th c., through Marco Polo's

writings. Other luxury materials such as silk and jade had already been exported from China to Europe

via the Silk Road, but now with the demand for porcelain reaching a fever pitch, traders were pressured

to "nd more efficient trade routes such that large volumes of pottery could be moved Westward. !e

Portuguese "rst reached China by boat, after which other nations established trading companies such as

the British East India Company, the Dutch East India Company (VOC for short). France, Denmark,

Sweden, Spain and "nally the United States followed suit. Porcelain and tea were jointly exported to

satisfy massive Western demands throughout the 1600s12.

Like with most commodities, one can say that the fervor to collect Chinese ware "rst arose from

a lack of supply and the appearance of rarity both in availability and in the precious "neness of the

material itself. Even when trade opened up substantially to provide Europeans with enough china that

even low-income families typically owned several pieces (albeit hand-me-down or chipped and

cracked)13, it was in part the Oriental exoticism of the surface decoration that drew buyers in. While

export wares were certainly popular, it was often pieces made for the Asian domestic market that were

especially sought-after by Western collectors, for their dense symbolic imagery such as “the one-

hundred antiques,” the “four scholarly pursuits,” gods, and dragons14. During the early 1600s, when only

the truly wealthy could afford porcelain pieces, the all-consuming desire to obtain more was referred to

as la maladie de porcelaine.

Less than two centuries later, at the end of the 18th c., the fervor for imported Chinese wares

died down quickly as European technology was developed for manufacturing domestic porcelain. !ese

scienti"c advances marked the end of an economic era as well as a cultural one, as the English could

now sail to China to show off their Wedgwood and awe the Qing court officials. No longer was China

12 Sargent 2001, 18.
13 Finlay 2010, 260.
14 Sargent 2001, 18.



in a position of dominance––their role in the global market for ceramics was diminished signi"cantly

and permanently. Serving as reminders of the heightened “porcelain fancy” of the 17th and 18th centuries

are the collections of those such as Horace Walpole, one of England's top porcelain connoisseurs, and

William III and Mary II of the Dutch Republic15.

!eft and Reclamation

Constructed during the rule of Qing Dynasty emperors––primarily under the direction of the

Qianlong Emperor––the imperial palace of Yuanming Yuan existed 20 km or so out of Peking. It was

constructed between 1709 and 1722 in the classical Chinese style, and served a purpose politically and

culturally similar to that of Versailles in France––it was an official governmental seat, and acted as a

repository for some of China's most advanced, rare and elaborate creations. Yuanming Yuan no longer

stands today, as it destroyed in 1860 by the French and British during the Second Opium War, in

retaliation for the kidnapping and murder of some twenty French, English and Indian prisoners. Our

main visual record is a series of paintings that Qianlong commissioned of the various buildings and

landscape contained in the complex16.

During the destruction, thousands of the prized objects were looted, the activity "rst starting on

a limited scale with the pocketing of watches and other small paraphernalia on the day of the

destruction. Eyewitnesses Dupin and Lucy stated that the British officer began to take objects in a

frenzy, and then the French, with the French general in charge, Montauban, failing to stop them. Later

on, Lord Elgin and General Montauban made a concerted organized effort to divide the very best

objects to bring back to Queen Victoria and Napoleon III17. In the words of one Charles George

15 Finlay 2010, 273-275.
16 Thomas 2008, 1.
17 Ibid, 17.



Gordon, a captain in the Royal Engineers,

You can scarcely imagine the beauty and magni"cence of the places we burnt. It

made one’s heart sore to burn them; in fact, these places were so large, and we

were so pressed for time, that we could not plunder them carefully. Quantities

of gold ornaments were burnt, considered as brass. It was wretchedly

demoralising work for an army18.

Over the course of three days, 3,500 British troops were needed to set the entire grounds ablaze.

During this time, the palace was plundered twice19.

Much of the Yuanming Yuan riches were brought to rest in the collections of Europe's royalty,

following a major public exhibition of these Chinese artifacts at Napoleon's Tuileries in 1861. Many of

the objects were collected and displayed at the so-called Musée chinois as run by Eugénie at

Fontainebleau. Greg !omas, who writes of the cultural implications and exchanges of the 1860

looting, describes the collection as such:

!is salon display opened a series of cultural/political mirrorings and inversions

that simultaneously preserved and destroyed Yuanming Yuan. Certain porcelains

were literally inverted and used as chandeliers. As in ethnographic collections,

objects were crammed into their vitrines in essentially random order, following

the aesthetics and pragmatics of museum display rather than Chinese notions of

aesthetic hierarchy, national history, or cultural identity. Most striking is the

complete erasure of Buddhist identity, which Qianlong had spectacularly

cultivated in huge temple complexes at Yihe Yuan and Rehe (or Jehol, located in

Chengde). Eugénie intermixed Buddhist and secular objects, converted a set of

"ve monumental ritual vessels into candelabras, and hung the three silk

tapestries representing the Buddha—almost surely taken from a temple altar—

18 Thomas 2008, 32.
19 Ibid, 40.



on the ceiling. !e gilded reliquary stupa was turned into a centerpiece, $anked

by politically symbolic dragons (and, later, elephant tusks) and backed by lacquer

landscape panels. All the Chinese objects, in addition, were intermixed with

!ai, Japanese, and Indo-Chinese objects and framed by the European

furnishings of the main salon, including Pierre-Alexandre Schoenewerk’s white,

classicist statue On the Bank of a Stream of 1861. !is contrasted in turn with

Charles Cordier’s 1862 Orientalist polychrome statue Arab Woman, situated in

the antechamber. A visitor from China could justi"ably view this wildly eclectic

imperial ensemble—as the French reporter Fauchery had viewed Yuanming

Yuan—as a disorienting and grotesque incoherence leading to aesthetic

indigestion20.

!e collecting of these imperial Chinese pieces by Eugénie simultaneously affirmed the objects'

political and cultural worth, yet utterly denied the objects the proper context or use that they deserved.

Victor Hugo was one of many who spoke out against the looting and subsequent exhibition and sales of

the objects, writing in 1861,

One day two bandits entered the Summer Palace. One plundered, the other

burned...Mixed up in all this is the name of Elgin, which inevitably calls to mind

the Parthenon. What was done to the Parthenon was done to the Summer

Palace, more thoroughly and better, so that nothing of it should be left...We

Europeans are the civilized ones, and for us the Chinese are the barbarians. !is is

what civilization has done to barbarism...!e French empire has pocketed half of

this victory, and today with a kind of proprietorial naivety it displays the splendid

bric-a-brac of the Summer Palace. I hope that a day will come when France,

delivered and cleansed, will return this booty to despoiled China21.

20 Thomas 2008, 34.
21 Hugo 1985, 1.



Hugo was calling for a return of these objects to their place of provenance, a movement that still

continues to this day. With sales of Yuanming Yuan artifacts continuing today within the major

European auction houses, there has been a resurgence of Chinese activity in attempting to limit these

auctions and begin the reclamation process of lost objects. In 2009, a major legal action was taken by a

group of over ninety Chinese lawyers in bringing an injunction to a Christie's auction. !e auction was

to featured two looted bronze sculptures valued at over eight million euro each, belonging to the private

collection of French fashion designer Yves Saint Laurent. While the injunction failed, Christie's assured

Liu Yang, head of the team of lawyers, that all proceeds from the auction would go towards charity. In a

press release from the administration of the old Yuanming Yuan, it was stated that “!e looted relics

should be returned to China. China has undoubted ownership to these relics.”22

!e issue of cultural ownership clashes with personal ownership in such an example. Non-

Chinese collectors must face the brutal history of their dearly sought-after and priceless art objects.

!ey must also contend with the fact that the reclamation movement is driven by a "erce Chinese

desire to bring these objects home, a desire that rivals in intensity collectors' aesthetically-driven want.

We have explored several distinct manifestations of desire in the form of collection and display,

in the context of Chinese wares. Within China itself, notions of connoisseurship were philosophically

and religiously in$uenced, and the collection of antiques and precious objects was a lively practice for

scholars and royalty spanning hundreds of years. Porcelain maintained a sort of material integrity as it

spread from China to the West, remaining still a prized and coveted commodity that the wealthy

collected en masse. Culminating in the destruction and rape of the Yuanming Yuan summer palace and

the subsequent path the looted objects took, our explorations seem to locate threads of desire that run

22 “Chinese Lawyers Apply for Injunction to Stop Sale of Stolen Relics,” 1.



throughout multiple Chinese dynasties, periods of war and peace in Europe, continuing through to the

present day. Perhaps the ultimate message is that collectors will continue to obtain and preserve

through any means, as an embodiment of the collector's pure desire. Objects have a psychological pull

beyond their material worth, causing the wealthy the world over to $y into frenzies of acquisition for

some unnameable aesthetic characteristic that goes far past simple value or price. !e cultural push and

pull over the centuries between China and Europe has manifested as political or economic strife, but at

the heart of these cross-cultural exchanges have remained the themes of the object and the collection. !e

struggle between want and rightful ownership continues today.
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